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Case study

Venus Centre

Before: “A client, who is in her 50’s, was
referred to the Venus Centre via a local
substance misuse service. Her child had
been removed from her care and she
was feeling very depressed and anxious.
She did not have any friends and was
concerned about mixing in a group
setting. She had a precarious relationship
with money prior to attending the course
and had little confidence in her abilities
to manage her finances.”

“

“

“

“

The grant from Smallwood
helped me keep my home
and put food on the table
for my daughter

Now: “With some positive reinforcement
and guidance by case workers, she
attended every session of our self
improvement, health and empowerment
course. By the end of the course she
had begun to use some of the tools and
services covered on the course to tackle
her personal finances. She was able
to use her new knowledge to apply for
a more affordable debt management
plan to pay back loans and overdrafts
which had spiraled after migrating onto
Universal credit. With some new friends,
in an environment that is not related to
substance misuse, this is a significant
step for our client’s recovery and journey
towards employment.”

*all all names and locations have been changed
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Purpose of report
This report covers programme activities pre-COVID-19 and will form the baseline
information for the Annual Impact Report to be produced later this year in tandem
with the annual accounts.

“

Helped me out when I needed
it the most and no one else
would. I can never express my
gratitude enough. Although I
have a long long way to go, the
Smallwood grant has at least
managed to keep a roof over
my head for now. Thank you.

“
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Smallwood Trust in numbers

£7m

6,639*

total funds committed
including to individual
women since 2017*

beneficiaries supported
since inception
of strategic plan.
Target 10,000 by end 2021

*at July 2020

42
project
partners

*figure as of Feb 2020

£2.319m

£900k

£362k

new funding committed
in 2020 so far

external funds raised
since 2018 to complement
endowment income

potential welfare benefits
identified for beneficiaries
through Benefits Calculator

The Charity
Governance
Awards

Winner

Managing Turnaround
2020
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Profile of our beneficiaries
Summary of key beneficiary information from across our grant-making programmes.
Overall ethnicity breakdown
of women supported

Age of women
supported

36% of our beneficiaries
are from BAME groups

60%
27%
6%
3%
3%
1%

of beneficiaries
were aged 31
or more

36%

White
Black / African / Caribbean / Black British
Asian / Asian British
Mixed / multiple ethnic groups
Prefer not to say / Unknown
Other ethnic group

35%

64%

of beneficiaries
were aged 18-30

Where our grants have helped in England

% of funds per programme

30%
25%

HQ Grants to
individuals

20%

Projects

15%
10%
5%
0%

East

East
Midlands

London

North East North West South East South West

Regions in England

West
Yorkshire &
Midlands
Humber

Region
Outside of England we currently have one partner in Wales through the Children’s Society
Community Grant Partnership and in total 7% of our individual beneficiaries are from Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
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Demographics of women supported

52%
had a history
of depression
and/or anxiety

41%
were a lone parent
with dependent
children

24%
had experienced
or were at risk of
homelessness

14%
had caring
responsibilities
for other
dependent adults

5%
were
care leavers
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Case study
Jenny’s story

Jenny is a single parent of two primary
school age children, who had to flee her
property in Stevenage due to domestic
violence. She relocated to Staffordshire to
be closer to her family and support network;
however, due to this relocation her Universal
Credit was delayed, leaving her with rent
arrears for both properties. This was in
addition to her having outstanding electricity
bills for her previous home which she was
struggling to pay. The mental stress of this
financial pressure, alongside the emotional
impact of having to relocate her family was
becoming unbearable for Jenny.
The Trust awarded Jenny a one-off grant of
£650 to clear her debts for both properties,
relieving her of this huge financial burden
and paving the way for a fresh start for
her and her children. She now feels more
positive about the future in the new area
and is on a far stronger footing with which to
begin her new life.

*all names and locations have been changed.
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1. Grants to individuals
We have transitioned to a more needs-based, individual centred and flexible approach
to grant-making for individual women from our HQ, making both one-off, time-limited
monthly and two year monthly grants.
Age groups

individual beneficiaries
helped with monthly and
one-off grants in 2019

66%

of these were
monthly grants

Beneficiaries with grants from HQ
25%

Number of beneficiaries (%)

676

£538

average amount
of a one-off grant

15%

10%

5%

0%

33%

of these were
one-off grants

20%

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

Age

Women 50 – 59 remain the age group we
provide most grants to however the spread of
age groups we support has also evened out
overall. Since we implemented more flexible
grant-making, we have seen a 10% increase in
women supported in the 20 – 39 age range.
Total number of beneficiaries helped
1000
900

Total women
supported is

up on 2018

700
600
500

Women

34%

800

400
300
200
100
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
predicted

Year
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Online Survey
We tested an online survey with 70 current beneficiaries including women who had
Which
of the
following
best describes theto
usereport
of the grant?
received grants in the last 12 months.
We
asked
beneficiaries
back on grant
Please tick one
use and impact and the results are as follows:
Which of the following best describes the use of the grant?
Which of the following
best
describes the use of the grant?
Please
tick one

The grant supported my financial
stability/relief of hardship/poverty
The grant supported my current/future
employment and job prospects
The grant supported my housing needs
The grant supported my mental
health and well being
0%
0%

10%
10%

20%
20%

30%
30%

40%
40%

50%
50%

60%
60%

70%
70%

Which of the following best describes the use of the grant?
Please tick one

80%
80%

90%
90%

100%
100%

How much of a difference do you feel this money has made to your overall circumstances
Howto
much
of a you
difference
you feel this money
has made to your overall
(compared
when
first do
approached
the charity?)

circumstances (compared to when you first approached the charity?) Please tick one

A great difference
Some difference
A little difference
No difference
0%

0%

10%

20%

10%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

50%

50%

60%

60%

70%

70%

80%

80%

90%

90%

100%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

100%

Ethnicity of beneficiaries

Ethnicity of beneficiaries

English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
African
Any other Black/African/Caribbean background
Caribbean
Prefer not to say
Any other White Background
Other
White and Black African
White and Asian
Bangladeshi
0%
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Employment status

What is your employment status?

Unemployed
Employed - part time

Have you are or are accessing a support service to help with
Self-employed
any of the following?
Other
Pensioner
Employed - full time
Employed - long term sick
Never worked
Employed - zero hours contract
Prefer not to say
Apprentice/Intern
0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

Have you are or are accessing a support service to help with
any of theaccessing
following?a support service to help with any of the following?
Have you or are you currently

50%

50%

Not applicable/prefer not to say
Mental health
Benefits issues
Unemployment
Domestic abuse
Exceptional hardship
Disability
Multiple debts

Have you are or are accessing a support service to help with
Skills/training
any of the following?
Finding/moving accommodation
Seeking employment
Homelessness/potential homelessness
Economic/financial abuse
Children cared for outside home
Pregnancy/new mother support
Alcohol/substance misuse
Criminal justice/probabtion
0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

50%

50%
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Reasons for applications
Since Covid-19 we have seen more
women applying for grants that have
been made redundant and are new
Universal Credit claimants, and those
who are self-employed. Women with
children are also applying for the
increased costs at home, such as additional food and utilities. We have also
seen a trend in women spending more
on groceries, with many having to
shop at the more expensive convenience stores if they cannot get to a big
supermarket.

The reform of the welfare benefits
system and high housing costs
remain the two top reasons for
applying. High housing costs as a
reason for applying have risen by
15% in the past 12 months.

What grants are being used for
There has been very little change
in the purpose of our grants, with
the majority of grants continuing to
be used to cover debts or for daily
living costs.

“

I have found the grant enormously
helpful in providing a buffer between
my income and normal outgoings,
and then the unanticipated addition
of extra costs and falling income
due to homeschooling and working
from home, and unexpectedly
needing to move home at the end
of lockdown. The peace of mind and
stability it has provided really can’t be
underestimated, and I am immensely
grateful to the Trustees.

“
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Insights: Pilot in-depth telephone survey
In February 2020 we piloted an in depth telephone survey with ten beneficiaries. The survey
was designed in conjunction with Women’s
Budget Group consultants and The Smart
Research and will now be rolled out to Community Grant Partners. Below are our main findings:
Overall impact
80% felt the grant made a great deal of difference to their situation but the remaining 20%
said they were still in significant debt and this
was a barrier for them to move forward with
their lives.

This is something we will be able to approach
through the Community Grant Partnerships
and the one-to-one support they provide in
tandem to tackle debt relief plans and financial
education.
Area of most significant impact
70% felt the grant had a significant impact
on their home environment and their mental
health.
Areas of additional support: Most women
applied for grants for immediate needs that
were related to daily living, debts or rent
arrears. 70% felt they needed additional
support with their employment pathways.

How do you feel now you have had the grant?

Optimism for
my future

‘I feel more
secure’

10%
of responses

‘I feel more in control’
‘I am able to get back on track’

‘I have breathing space’
‘My family’s life has
improved’

50%
of responses

30%

of responses

‘Relief’ ‘A weight has been lifted’ ‘I can sleep at night’

100%
of responses

Keeping head
above water
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2. Civil society
As member of the Funders Race Equality Alliance,
Smallwood recently completely the group’s audit
tool which shows that:

28

current frontline projects

£2.5m

multi-year funding
committed in total

While 36% of
our funding reaches
BAME women only
7% of our current
funding goes to BAME
led organisations

Map of project partners

Project
funding
Grants to
individuals
funding
Women
powered
NEF/WBG
policy
partners

67% of our funding
supports women led/
only organsiations
with the remainder
supporting women’s
specialist services

Urban / Rural / Coastal breakdown

75% Urban

16% Rural

9% Costal

NB: Some are urban and
coastal / rural and coastal

We are funding
partners in 14 of the
Funding
top 20 partners
most deprived
in 14 of theIMD
top areas
20 most
deprived IMD areas
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Our partners
This page summarises the key characteristics of the
partner projects we funded.

13%

43%

supported
women living in
rural/isolated
communities

supported women
with housing and
accommodation needs

8%

30%

supported women
with disabilities

supported migrant
and asylum seeking
women

72%

11%

supported women
surviving domestic
abuse

supported older
women

1414
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Gap barometer – client groups
Below is an updated gap barometer against the groups we are reaching through our funding.
We have designed a more in depth survey tool as part of our monitoring and evaluation which will
provide further insight and breakdown into the groups we are supporting to be presented in future
reports.

Young women (18-30)
Women with multiple
and complex needs
Mental health/anxiety
Women out of work
and looking for work

Comprehensive reach across
multiple partners/locations
Good reach across a few
partners
Reaching some, with certain
groups underrepresented

Criminal justice
Lone parents
Survivors of violence and abuse
Women surviving financial abuse
Women seeking asylum
BAME
Women who experience
drug or alcohol addiction
At risk of or experienced
homelessness
Single older women
Women with disabilities
Caring responsibilities; caught
between caring for dependent
children and elderly relatives
Women living in isolated
rural communities
Trafficking survivors

Comprehensive reach across multiple partners/locations
Good reach across a few partners
Reaching some, with certain groups underrepresented

15

We are reaching BAME
women but we recognise
that there is a gap in
supporting BAME led
organisations.
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Outcomes

Longer term impact

Using the Outcomes Star methodology for
employability projects we are able to track
outcomes for women accessing Smallwood
funded projects. Below is a summary of the
key cumulative outcomes across our funding
to organisations. We also use the Pathway and
original ‘Outcomes’ Star for women who are
preparing for employment. We will present the
first data from these stars in the next report.

75%

of women reported
that projects either had
‘significant’ or ‘a lot of’
impact on their overall
circumstances.

Overall Change

The areas of most
significant change were
around job search skills,
and aspiration and
motivation.

95%

of women made the
most positive increase in
the area of aspiration and
motivation, with only 6%
dropping back.

£100

After accessing
Smallwood funded
projects 68% more
women were working
towards a qualification
or training.

58%

After accessing
Smallwood funded
projects there was an
average increase of £100
in their weekly income
due to employment.

68%
After accessing
Smallwood funded
projects there was as 58%
reduction in women who
were either unemployed,
unable to work or not
looking for work.
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3. Policy
Gap barometer - issues reaching

6

Capacity building of the women’s
sector – organisations

current policy
projects

Violence against women/Reforms of the domestic abuse bill

£716,267

Equal and flexible employment
and progression

multi-year funding
commited in total

Benefits reforms
Accesses to safe and affordable
housing
Equal representation
Childcare Sector reforms * NEF/
WBG have suggested repurposing
budget for this work

Comprehensive funding over
multiple projects / initiatives

Recognition of unpaid care
Maternity discrimination

Funding/recently funded some
elements of these policy issues

Women with no recourse to
public funds hostile policy

Not yet funding
via policy initiatives

Equal pay

Current policy issues and funding allocation

17

Issue

Organisation/s

Root causes
or symptoms

% of funds

Capacity building of the women’s
sector - organisations

New Economics Foundation/Women’s
Budget Group; Women’s Resource
Centre; Women’s Budget Group; Muslim
Women’s Council

Both

56%

Violence against women/Reforms
of the domestic abuse bill

Surviving Economic Abuse;
CoLab Exeter

Symptoms

24%

Equal and flexible employment
and progression

Timewise; Fawcett Society

Both

20%
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Partner feedback
on our approach
to grant-making
We carried out in depth interviews with two
organisations we support – SAMEE and the
Women’s Budget Group in February 2020 and
a survey with a sample of partners. The aim of
the research was to collect feedback from our
current grantees on Smallwood’s approach to
grant-making. This was carried out in February
2020, prior to the current Covid-19 pandemic.

18
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Survey
We carried out an online survey with our current Grantees. 16 of the organisations
responded and their answers are recorded as below:
To what extent does the Smallwood Trust

To what extent does the Smallwood Trust understand
understand
needs /inclient
your
local
the needs
in your localthe
community
group?

community / client group?

How clear do you feel the

How clear do you feel the Smallwood Trust’s
Smallwood
Trust’s
grant-making process
is?

grant-making process is?

A great deal

It is very clear

Quite a lot
It is somewhat clear

To a certain extent
Not particularly

It isn't clear

Not at all
Don't know

Don't know
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

0%

90% 100%

To what extent does the Smallwood Trust understand your
To
what extent does the Smallwood Trust understand
organisation’s strategy and goals?
your organisation’s strategy and goals?

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

How do you rate the Smallwood Trust’s
How
doorganisation?
you rate the Smallwood Trust’s
impact
on your

impact on your organisation?

It has a big impact

I fully understand

It has some impact
I understand to a certain…
It has a little impact
I don't understand

It has no impact

Don't know

Don't know
0%

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

To what extent does the Smallwood Trust underTo what extent does the Smallwood Trust understand your
stand your organisation’s
organisation’s strategy and goals?
strategy and goals?
A great deal

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

How helpful has the grant application guidance
How helpful has the grant application guidance and process
process been
in strengthening
your
beenand
in strengthening
your planning
or organisation?
planning or organisation?
Extremely helpful

Quite a lot

Very helpful

To a certain extent
Quite helpful
Not particulalry
Not helpful

Not at all

Don't know

Don't know
0%
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%
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How helpful has the grant reporting guidance

How helpful has the grant reporting guidance and process
and process
been
in strengthening
your
been in strengthening
your
evaluation
and impact
evaluation
and
impact
measurement?
measurement?

How clear do you feel the

How accessible do you believe the Smallwood Trust is to
Trust’s
organisations seekingSmallwood
to make an application?

grant-making process is?

Extremely helpful

Extremely accessible

Very helpful

Very accessible

Quite helpful

Quite accessible

Not helpful

Not accessible

Don't know

Don't know
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Are there any areas Smallwood could improve?

“Increasing the possibility of
repeat funding for projects that
were delivered successfully. This
is especially relevant if the initial
funding involved a research
element as it increases awareness
of the challenging circumstances
of service users who open up
about their difficulties and then
require additional support”

“Potentially make
all the required
reporting online
through a portal”

20
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Learning and next steps
While the results presented in this M+E Report
are pre-COVID there are a number of issues
and themes that can and should be fed into our
future grant-making as we begin to think about
medium and longer-term responses, taking into
consideration the external operating, social and
political climate.
Some key takeaways are:
• Given the disruption to VCS service delivery as
a result of the pandemic, grants to individuals
have come to the fore, with an increase in
demand at HQ and through community grant
partnerships
• Our ability to pay grants direct into
households will likely become even more
important as the economic shocks for the
most vulnerable play out
• As women’s sector organisations reconfigure
services due to the pandemic, Smallwood will
need to skillfully respond to their needs
• Building resilient networks and communities
(resilience is at the heart of our mission)
and devolving power (e.g. community grant
partnerships) will be become even more
important in responding to the crisis and
reaching the most marginalised women
• There are gaps in our portfolio that we should
seek to address going forward. These are
highlighted in this report and the Grants
Summary Report

Summary of progress
• We are on target to have supported
10,000 women by the end of 2021
• Overall we are reaching our intended
target groups and have funding in 70% of
the top 20 most deprived IMD areas
• We are funding multiple partners in
nearly a third of these
• The age range of women we support
though our grants to individuals has
evened out overall but women aged 50
– 59 still receive the most support, 45%
are unemployed and 70% of our grants
to individuals supported their financial
stability
• On average 66% of project partners and
individuals reported that Smallwood
funding had a ‘significant’ impact on their
organisation or situation

Next steps:
• Ethnicity: Fund more BAME led organisations
and services
• Location: Fund more deprived coastal and
rural communities. We have made some
in-roads but these areas take up a smaller
percentage of our funding
As noted the majority of information for this report
was submitted before the COVID-19 pandemic.
Since March 2020, we have committed £2.3m in
multi-year grants to frontline women’s organisations
and grant payments to individuals.
We will produce an appendix to this report in
Autumn / Winter 2020 covering the impact of this
funding during the initial stages of the pandemic.
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